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T R E A T Y  R E V ISIO N  A N D  M IN O R IT Y  RIGH TS
by

Laszlo Ottlik

Professor Seton-Watson, that most distingui
shed, yet most implacable spokesman of 
anti Hungarian opinion, has once again taken 
the field in shining armour, in order to 

destroy, single handed, the rapidly growing army 
of British revisionists.1 This is no modest venture, 
seeing that in the House of Commons alone 
no less than 168 M.P.-s have openly declared 
themselves in favour of a revision of the Peace 
Treaty of Trianon, that the Prime Minister 
as well as the Foreign Secretary have, at one time, 
indicated their conviction that peace could not be 
consolidated nor security obtained without putting 
into effect some reasonable measure of Treaty Re
vision, —  and that they are supported in this opinion 
by the most eminent and most powerful organs of 
public opinion, headed by The Times.

The evident successes of the revisionist movement 
have somewhat embittered Dr. Seton-Watson, who 
used to be milder and more benevolent towards the 
Magyars in recent years. However, he is still, as 
always, the man of the world, the refined and shrewd 
debater who admirably knows how to assume an 
attitude of Olympian impartiality, and never hesi
tates to admit truths evidently past denying.

Needless to say, his argument is mainly negative. 
He does, as often happens, even overstate his 
case, by contending: 1. That Treaty Revision is a 
practical impossibility. 2. That even if it were pos
sible, it would have to be confined to such narrow 
limits that it could not possibly satisfy Hungarian 
opinion, and would not clear the air of the clouds 
of resentment and distrust obscuring today re
lations between Hungary and her neighbours. 3. That 
it could not eliminate the economic troubles of 
Hungary.

It is evident at first sight that, if the first con
tention were true, it would be a mere waste of time 
to make an elaborate attempt to prove the second 
or the third. There is, indeed, an open contradiction 
in Dr. Seton-Watson’s carefully planned statement, 
and by putting our finger on the sore spot of his 
limping logic, we shall be able to force him to an 
involuntary admission of no little importance.

Let us consult the text: British M.P.-s advocating 
Treaty Revision —  accused, rather unkindly, of 
having succumbed and sacrificed their judgment 
to the lure of ’ ’lavish entertainment such as only 
Hungary understands”  (p. 67.) —  are asked whether 
they ’ ’seriously suppose that even men with the 
prestige of Dr. Benesh and M. Titulescu could today 1

1 R. W . Seton-Watson, Treaty Revision and the Hungarian 
Frontiers, London, 1934.

advocate territorial concessions to Hungary without 
being overthrown by their respective parliaments 
within twentyfour hours?”  (p. 68). This most un- 
sompromising assertion follows somewhat as an 
anticlimax upon a memorable statement made on 
p. 45, couched in the following terms: ” It is merely 
futile to represent the treaties as sacrosanct and eterncd, 
or to conceal the extreme racial complexity of the pro
blem. If it could be demonstrated that either rectifi
cation or revision would wipe out these racial con
flicts and reconcile the Magyars once for all with their 
neighbours, then anyone opposing it would be guilty 
of a crime against Europe.”  Paced with such a pro
spect, the statesmen of the Little Entente ’ ’might 
even be ready to risk the charges of weakness or 
betrayal which might so easily be launched against 
them by their own demagogues” . Here is, indeed, an 
impossibility which is admittedly not so impossible 
after all. But the tangle of contradictions is growing: 
we are told on the same page, that the sacrifice of 
territory which should thus satisfy Hungarian claims 
would amount but to the handing over of ” a few 
towns and villages”  and that this ’ ’policy of minor 
rectifications such as is the most for which the Suc
cession States could ever be won”  could be carried 
out ’ ’only in a calmer and more conciliatory atmo
sphere than at present” : a phrase which sounds 
oddly familiar and which originates, indeed, from 
a speech of Dr. Benesh, the Foreign Minister of 
Czechoslovakia. In order to create such a ’ ’calmer 
and more conciliatory atmosphere”  a ’ ’true solution”  
is proposed by Dr. Seton-Watson, which is to consist 
in ’ ’educing so far as possible the importance of 
frontiers, whether political or economic, and by 
perfecting the machinery for safeguarding the rights 
of minorities”  (p. 69). If a really enlightened policy, 
assuring maximum rights to minorities, could be 
translated into practice, ’ ’the frontiers would spee
dily lose much of their political significance, revision 
would fall into the background, cultural intercourse 
across the frontiers could be extended, and the 
path would be laid for that removal, or at least 
reduction, of economic barriers which must be the 
final goal”  (p. 70).

Let us now try to translate into plain language 
this ingeniously involved argument, so as to catch 
its real meaning. Revision is impossible because no 
territorial concessions would be considered by the 
Little Entente States, unless at some remote date 
it were found possible to satisfy Hungarian claims 
by transferring a few towns and villages. This could 
be done in a peaceful atmosphere only, after having, 
by a thoughtful policy of extending minority rights
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and economic cooperation, reduced political frontiers 
to utter insignificance and eliminated any motive 
for readjusting them. That is to say: revision might 
be considered — and an extremely modest one at 
that —  at a time only when, according to Dr. Seton- 
Watson’s expectations, nobody would care to ask for it. 
This is the straightforward meaning of the argument 
somewhat tortuously presented by Dr. Seton-Watson. 
It very effectively reduces the whole tangle to the 
one fundamental sentence that revision is ruled out 
because the Little Entente States are not prepared 
to consider it.

Tantae molis • • • It is probably not discourteous to 
submit that it was hardly worth taking the trouble to 
write seventy pages in order to develop this blunt 
negation. Professor Seton-Watson does not pretend, 
however, to believe that all is well with this best of 
all possible worlds emanating from the loins of the 
Paris Peace Conference. He admits that ’ ’the settle
ment of 1919—20 was dominated by nationalism 
and took too little account of economic factors” 
(p. 70), that though the preparation of the draft 
treaties was in the hands of the best experts avail
able ” it is quite true that exigencies of State some
times forced them to draw up reports with unreason
able haste”  (p. 22), that although a ’ ’clean cut on 
ethnographic lines between Hungary and her neigh
bours is a physical impossibility” , yet ’ ’along every 
one of these racial boundaries lies a mixed, indeter
minate, debatable land”  and that ’ ’the Treaty of 
Trianon gave the benefit of the doubt against the 
Magyars on more than one disputed point” (pp. 
23, 25). It is further admitted that it may have been 
a blunder on the part of the Allies not to have ordered 
plebiscites ’ ’all along all the new frontiers”  (p. 59): 
Dr. Seton-Watson himself indicates no less than ten 
areas along the Trianon frontiers where the holding 
of plebiscites would have been justified (p. 62), and 
it will be noted that he has singled out such instances 
only where the returns would have undoubtedly re
corded overwhelming pro-Hungarian majorities. 
Last not least, Dr. Seton-Watson recognises that 
one of the main sources of ’ ’revisionism” is ’ ’the 
absolutely legitimate fear for the fate of co-nationals 
on the wrong side of the frontier”  and he, too, believ
es that ’ ’this will continue until it can be proved 
to be groundless; in other words, until a policy of 
assimilation has by common consent been abandoned 
or rendered impossible”  (p. 69). He therefore proceeds 
to offer his own version of the ’ ’true solution”  as 
outlined above.

Let us ungrudgingly admit that Professor Seton- 
Watson has given admirable expression to what 
we believe is his earnest conviction —  for he is an 
honourable man —  in the following passage which 
would deserve to be carved in marble: ’ ’ What 
is needled is something more than the effective 
enforcement of existing Minority Treaties (though 
this would be an essential step forward), but their ex- 
tention to the maximum, not to the minimum, possible 
in each particular case, and the public recognition that 
a man’s ’ ’nationality”  is not identical with his ’ ’citi
zenship”  but is something compounded of race, lan
guage, tradition and innermost feeling —  something 
physiological and sacred, which should be as inviolate 
as his religion” , (p. 70). We are really pleased to 
record our unqualified assent to this principle, so 
eloquently enunciated. We find ourselves, moreover, 
in entire agreement with Dr. Seton-Watson when

he believes that an arrangement which would effec
tively assure the enjoyment of maximum rights to 
national minorities —  or the enactment of what 
is called ’ ’cultural autonomy” —■ and eliminate as 
far as possible the present barriers to normal cultural 
and economic intercourse across the present frontiers, 
might well be calculated to quell the present ardour 
of revisionist sentiment.

The reader of Professor Seton-Watson’s pamphlet 
is, however, invited to believe that this solution has 
been flatly ’ ’rejected”  by Count Bethlen, as the 
spokesman of Hungary, in one of his London addres
ses. He did, in fact, nothing of the kind. In his lecture 
held in the Royal Institute of International Affairs 
he expressed the opinion that this plan, advertised 
by Little Entente politicians and their sponsors in 
England, had no serious substance whatever. ” If 
however, this plan was a good one —  he continued 
—  why is it still but a plan, why has it not been long 
put into effect? Nothing on earth ever prevented 
its carrying out, so that everybody might enjoy per
fect happiness already and the frontiers might long 
have sunk into insignificance.”  In his last address, 
held before the Balkan Committee, he again considered 
this scheme. ” It has been put forth, he said, by 
people who are in a position to put it into effect in less 
than a fortnight and who might thus prove that it 
was the right method of approach. Why do they not 
disarm us by translating their plan into practice? 
Deeds are evidently more eloquent than words and 
the fact of a simple experiment would render all ar
gument ineffective.” 2

It is thus hardly admissible to say that Count 
Bethlen ’ ’rejected”  this ’ ’true solution” : it would 
be far more correct to say that it has been and is 
being continuously rejected by the Little Entente 
States, contemptuously neglecting even the obligations 
incurred in Paris and St. Germain, to respect the 
’ ’minimum” rights of the minorities as outlined in 
the Minority Treaties. Nor is it just to throw the 
blame upon Hungary for ’ ’blocking”  economic 
progress in Central Europe by ’ ’making revision a 
condition of negotiations” (p. 69): which was never 
done. Hungary has reiterated time and again her 
readiness for negotiating economic agreements and it 
was she indeed who insisted upon such an agreement 
not being made dependent on the fulfilment of po
litical conditions. If Dr. Seton-Watson expounds 
his theory with the creditable intention of convinc
ing Hungary and her leaders of its merits, he is 
obviously barking up the wrong tree!

We should like therefore to invite him to admit 
that if it be true that Treaty Revision is impossible 
for no other reason than because the statesmen of 
the Little Entente are not prepared to consider it, 
it is equally true that his own, and, let us add, admi
rable, ’ ’true solution”  is at least just as unworkable 
and for exactly the same reason. We may, however, 
indicate two motives for preferring Treaty Revision 
to Dr. Seton-Watson’s scheme. First, the fact 
that it has the backing of overwhelming moral justi
fication, and then, the truth that —  as was 
clearly shown by Count Bethlen in his London spee
ches —  the putting into effect of the scheme of 
Maximum Minority Rights presupposes the read
justment of frontiers, that is: Treaty Revision!

2 Count Bethlen’s addresses not having appeared in English 
as yet, I am quoting from the Hungarian edition, pp. 85, 
118, 119.




